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palomino also created a stage show with the band. stage shows can include special effects, costumes, and lots of video footage that give a better, multimedia experience to the stage show. it was meant to be like a band concert on stage, but we put it on a boat to create a bit of an otherworldly experience. the whole
experience is one of the most intimate that a fan can get and i think that makes the series so important. and what we try to do is to continue to create that quality so it becomes an unforgettable experience for a fan. this is a true alchemy or a true marriage of organic rock music and drama. while we can't completely

explain what we're doing, we do know what kind of music that we are writing and we know how it should be put on stage and heard. as the band's career starts to wind down, perry continues to record and perform, releasing albums such as "vapor trails," as well as putting out a compilation called "perry's picks" covering
songs from the band's various demos and out-takes. perry's first solo album, "the anti-quarium," was released in may of 2008. in september of 2008, perry started his second solo tour, covering some of his favorite hanson tunes, and supporting the release of a new solo album called "do it all over again: acoustic

classics." some of our goals for beyond the spectrum are to have live music be a major component of the college music scene; raise the profile of the genre as something to be taken seriously by the general public; and, above all, to be a cohesive unit in the evolution of the lives of the band members. this past year has
been more satisfying than most for us. we have found that the movement is worth more than the individual members of the band.
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to commemorate the 10-year anniversary ofonce in a lifetimethe band embarked on a world tour in fall of 2018 to play their classic album. to date, the band have played more than 200 shows globally. to accompany this momentous occasion, the group released a special box set which not only includes never gone,
which was released on vinyl for the first time but also includes an array of b-sides and rarities such as a rare demo recorded by jaret reddick (lead singer of the band mississippi , the colledge and blond oklahoma ) and the single version ofsomewhere in between, recorded by conrad gregor. the box set will be available
on cd, double colored vinyl, digital download and a limited edition box set comes with a memorabilia booklet with 2 bonus dvd's. a limited edition, deluxe box set is available exclusively at hanson fans at $159.99. the box set will be released in 2020 on the groups native imprint 3cg records. and once again, the band

have teamed up with a top creative agency to help share their passion for storytelling through music with an all-new campaign called the hanson story. the campaign encompasses all creative disciplines including live experience, memorabilia, music videos, and an online documentary that tells the stories behind both
the album and the band. www.thehansonstory.com to end the campaign, an interactive website www.thehansonstory.com will be launched on march 1st at the start of their red green blueworld tour, which will feature 15 new tracks – 9 previously unreleased live versions. the site will also feature an interactive journey

featuring exclusive videos, performances, photos, and show tickets with purchase. following the launch of the site, the band will embark on a global trek. 5ec8ef588b
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